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ABSTRACT
This paper presents an advanced model based on fuzzy inference system, namely Standard Additive Model (SAM) for
forecasting the output of any record given the input variables only from the database, the age of abalone in particular. The modeling and learning power of the SAM have
been beneﬁcial for the building of a model that is capable of
prediction functionalities. In order to intensify the processing speed and accuracy of the SAM as well as to allow it to
be more concise, we propose a learning process incorporate
a genetic algorithm. In addition, advanced algorithms for
unsupervised and supervised learning are employed. Experimental results have demonstrated that the system has the
ability necessary for application to ﬁnancial data mining and
prediction in comparison with multilayer perceptron neural
networks with the same context. In particular, the proposed
method has shown a robustness against noise when the genetic algorithm is employed with a reasonable generation
number.

Keywords
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1. INTRODUCTION
Data mining is the term used to describe the process of extracting hidden information from large relational databases.
Even though such data is available, very few companies have
been able to realize the actual value of the information stored
in it. Because information technology has developed rapidly,
many data owners demand predictive information from their
data warehouses. Many technologies available for data mining have been mentioned in the literature and these methods have achieved some results with reasonable accuracy
[13][10]. Zhang [12] used logistic regression in childhood obesity prediction. Regression analysis is the statistical method
of deﬁning an algorithm that describes a set of data. The
advantage of regression is that it can ﬁnd a pattern or trend
in the data. The disadvantage of regression analysis is that
the pattern may not be useful or valid.
Khan [5] suggests the use of decision trees to continuously
extract information for clinical reasoning, in the form of
medical expert’s actions, which are inherent in a large number of EMRs (Electronic Medical Records). Such information comes in a tree-shaped structure that represents a set of
decisions. These decisions generate rules for the classiﬁcation of the data set. The data mining application analyzes
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the data, and then builds a tree of these rules to represent the trends. The trends can be used to identify diﬀerent
classes or continuous variables. The primary disadvantage of
decision tree forests is that the model is complex and cannot
be visualized like a single tree. Harchegani [3] presented a
solution for prediction of information sent to mobile systems
that uses a cache operation by means of Genetic Algorithms
(GAs). One of the diﬀerences between GA and other algorithms is that in GA, we deal with a population or set of
points at once while in the older methods we operated with
just one special point. This improvement means that GA
can cover a lot of designs at once. The key disadvantage of
the GA is that we have to determine a ﬁtness function for
each certain problem.
In this paper, we propose a technique of incorporating Standard Additive Model (SAM) [7], [6] and GA to prediction
problem. A fuzzy system based on fuzzy logic which has the
advantage that the solution to the problem can be cast in
terms that human operators can understand, so that their
experience can be used in the design. On the other hand,
fuzzy logic solutions are easy to verify and optimize. Performance of SAM is veriﬁed by forecasting the age of abalone
via its other attributes in database. For ecological and
commercial ﬁsh farming purposes, the age composition of
abalone populations are pertinent. It is often determined by
cutting the shell through the cone, staining it, and counting
the number of rings through a microscope, which is a boring, time-consuming and expensive task. The age could be
forecasted by computational intelligent techniques like SAM
with reasonable results. The substantial intention of this paper is to elucidate that SAM could be widely employed in
the ﬁeld of data mining.
The paper is organized as follows. The next section describes
brieﬂy about the SAM fuzzy system. Section 3 and 4 present
the applying SAM to forecasting problem and learning process. Designing a SAM for prediction involving database
and experimental results are shown in section 5. Finally,
our conclusion is summarized in the last section.

2.

STANDARD ADDITIVE MODEL

A fuzzy inference system is constructed by the parallel associative structure of m fuzzy rules (Fig. 1). Each fuzzy rule
is deﬁned as a conditional IF-THEN proposition of the form
Rj : IF x = Aj THEN y = Bj ; j = 1, m; where x ∈ Rn ,
y ∈ Rp , are numerical multi-dimensional vectors, Aj and Bj
are fuzzy sets on the input space X and the output space Y
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respectively.

Figure 1: SAM’s parallel combination structure
Because of SUM (summary) combination of fuzzy rules, this
fuzzy system is named Standard Additive Model (SAM). In
SAM, each input x ﬁres j th fuzzy rule and results in fuzzy set
Bj′ determined by the PRODUCT operation between membership degree of if-part aj (x) in [0,1] and then-part fuzzy set
Bj : Bj′ = aj (x)Bj . The system can use joint set function
aj or some factored form such as aj (x) = a1j (x1 )...an
j (xn )
or aj (x) = min(a1j (x1 ), ..., an
j (xn )) or any other conjunctive
form for input vector x ∈ Rn . Then-part fuzzy set Bj ⊂ Rp
has set function bj : Rp → [0, 1] and volume Vj and centroid
(center of gravity) cj of fuzzy set.
(
F (x) = Centroid

m
∑

)
wj aj (x)Bj

j=1
m
∑

=

wj aj (x)Vj cj

j=1
m
∑

=
wj aj (x)Vj

m
∑

(1)

Figure 2: Mapping of input space into output space
• By defuzzifying the combination of fuzzy patches Rj ,
SAM can cover the graph of the unknown function
f (x).

2.1

Shape of fuzzy sets

The shape - membership function - of if-part fuzzy sets affects how well fuzzy systems approximate nonlinear continuous functions [9]. There is no function as best selection, it
depends on each speciﬁc application. In trying to achieve
accuracy and stability in application, all membership functions are examined in this research. Some membership functions (e.g. trapezoid, diﬀerence hyperbolic tangent, metrical
diﬀerence logistic) often take much time in processing and
therefore they are less eﬀective.

pj (x)cj

j=1

j=1

The above formula shows that F (x) is a convex sum of thenpart set centroids where the convex weight:
wj aj (x) Vj
pj (x) = ∑
m
wj ak (x) Vk

Gaussian function gives richer fuzzy systems with simple
learning laws that tune the bell-curve means and variances.
But this popular choice comes with a special cost: it converts
fuzzy systems to radial-basis-function neural networks or to
other well-known systems that predate fuzzy systems.

(2)

k=1

A SAM inferential fuzzy system can uniformly approximate
continuous and bounded measurable functions on compact
domains. If y = f (x) is not analytically known, we cannot
write an equation in explicit form. However, we can use
the relationship between the input space X and the output
space Y which is given by Y = F (x), a relationship that
links subsets of the input space X to subsets of the output
space Y . Fig. 2 illustrates the Cartesian fuzzy rule patches
in the input-output space and how these patches cover the
graph of f (x).

Figure 3: Sinc set function in 1-D case

The approximation capability of SAM is outlined as follows:
• Each fuzzy rule Rj is formed by the combination of
if-part fuzzy set Aj (its space deﬁned by the X axis)
and then-part fuzzy set Bj (space deﬁned by the Y
axis). The fuzzy patch Rj = Aj × Bj is determined in
the product space X × Y . This leads to exponential
rule explosion in high dimensions. Optimal rules can
help deal with this drawback. Fuzzy sets Aj and Bj
in above ﬁgure have shape of Cauchy set function.
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Figure 4: Cauchy set function in 1-D case
The sinc set function often does well but its undulating side
lobes may have no linguistic meaning (Fig. 3). The Cauchy
function is a bell curve with thicker tails than the Gaussian bell curve and with inﬁnite variance and higher order
moments. Thus the Cauchy set function is chosen for experiments in this research. The j th Cauchy set function (Fig.
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4) centered at mj and width dj > 0 is deﬁned as
(

aj (x) =
1+

1
x−mj
dj

)2

(3)

2.2 Constructing fuzzy rules

• Parameter learning: This stage employs the supervised learning. By gradient descent method incorporated with momentum, SAM will tune its parameters
such as rule weights, volumes and centroids as long as
error between system’s outcomes and expected results
reach the desired criterion.

Based on the clustering results, the fuzzy rules system is
constituted. The centers of fuzzy rules cj are identiﬁed via
centroid vectors. Identifying the parameters of membership
functions demands the width of fuzzy sets. The width of j th
fuzzy set, for example, is set simply via its neighbors by the
following formula

Vj =

|cj − cc |
r

(4)

where cj is the center of j th fuzzy set, cc is the center of the
closest fuzzy set, and r is the overlap coeﬃcient. Besides,
fuzzy set width could be tuned afterwards in the parameter
learning process.
Generally, a prediction problem is considered as one of nonlinear function approximations wherein the function’s approximated value will be used as the prediction. In order to improve approximating performance, SAM needs a
strong learning process aiming at obtain a set of robust
fuzzy rules. Through modifying volume and centroid of
fuzzy rules, SAM relocates automatically fuzzy patches’ position and size hereby the approximation can be expected
more accurate. Regarding SAM, a learning method is evaluated whether well or not based on the way it adjusts size
and position as well as ensures to maintain fuzzy patches at
curve points in graphical presentation of the function f (x).

3. LEARNING PROCESS
The learning process of SAM (or fuzzy system, generally)
usually encompasses two main stages those are structure
learning and parameter learning as shown in Fig. 5. Also,
regarding the database applications, the data preprocessing
stage is required. Hence, the process includes:
• Data preprocessing: Data mining often deals with
data that have not been looked at for years, so that
much of the data contain ﬁeld values that have expired, are no longer relevant, or are simply missing.
In order to achieve reliable results, the databases need
to undergo preprocessing, in the form of data cleaning
and data transformation [8].
• Structure learning: This stage is a self-study technique - unsupervised learning. By clustering input
data using Centroid Neural Network, SAM will detect
fuzzy rules needed for approximating speciﬁc nonlinear
function.

3.1

• Optimal learning: This optional stage enables SAM
to eliminate unnecessary fuzzy rules using the genetic
algorithm. SAM will be more concise in order to enhance the processing speed and accuracy.

Unsupervised learning begins with categorizing data patterns into clusters. The purpose is that from a limited set
of learning data patterns, we establish a set of clusters in
which data patterns in a cluster are as same as possible and
data patterns in distinct clusters are as diﬀerent as possible.
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Figure 5: The general learning process of SAM

Structure learning
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Park’s Centroid Neural Network (CNN) algorithm [11] has
been applied in this research. The CNN algorithm is originated from the conventional k -means algorithm and ﬁnds
the centroid of data in corresponding clusters at each presentation of data vector. In lieu of calculating the centroids
of the clusters while every data is being presented, the CNN
algorithm updates their weights only when the status of the
output neuron for the presenting data has changed: that is,
the weights of the winner neuron in the current epoch for
the data change only when the winner neuron did not win
the data in the previous presentation and the weights of the
winner neuron in the previous epoch for the data change
only when the neuron does not win the data in the current
epoch. We call the former one a ”winner neuron” and the latter one a ”loser neuron”. When an input vector x is applied
to the network at time n, the weight update equations for
winner neuron j and loser neuron i in CNN can be written
as follows:
1
[Nj wj (n) + x(n)]
wj (n + 1) =
Nj + 1
(5)
1
= wj (n) +
[x(n) − wj (n)]
Nj + 1

1
[Ni wi (n) − x(n)]
Ni − 1
1
= wi (n) −
[x(n) − wi (n)]
Ni − 1

wi (n + 1) =

(6)

where wj (n) and wi (n) represent the weight vectors of the
winner neuron and the loser neuron, respectively while Ni
and Nj denote the number of data vectors in cluster ith and
j th at the time of iteration, respectively.

including Self Organizing Map (SOM) may give unstable
results depending on the initial learning gain and the total
number of iterations.
After clustering data patterns, the next task is to build up
fuzzy rules from their centroid vectors using fuzzy sets. Constructing fuzzy rules is stated in previous section.

3.2

Optimal learning

Theoretically, regarding the fuzzy system in general or the
SAM in particular, the more number of fuzzy rules the more
accuracy in approximation process. Nevertheless, if a system has too many fuzzy rules, it would take a long time in
learning process. An optimal system will only keep necessary fuzzy rules. One of solutions for the above problem is
using Genetic Algorithm (GA) as follows:
• Step 1: Initialize ten chromosomes. Each chromosome is a chain of binary values describing status of
corresponding rules in SAM. Value ”0 ” means the rule
is omitted while value ”1 ” means the rule is selected.
Every generation only uses ten chromosomes. One of
individuals in the ﬁrst generation contains all rules (all
gene values of chromosome are equal to ”1 ”).
• Step 2: Create new chromosomes by crossover (probability 0.5) and mutation (probability 0.01).
• Step 3: Use roulette wheel with adaptive function to
select ten best chromosomes which have the minimal
Fit(.) value.
( ) logn (m)
F it(m) = ln σ̄ε2 +
n

(9)

where:
The learning rule for CNN is based on the following theorem
and condition for minimum energy clustering:

σ̄ε =

wj = min
w

Nj
∑

∥xj (i) − w∥2

Nj
1 ∑
xj (i)
Nj i=1

• Step 4: If the stopping condition (i.e. expected error)
is not satisﬁed, return step 2.
• Step 5: Choose the best one in ten chromosomes at
the ﬁnal population.
The found binary chain of the best chromosome will be used
for eliminating unnecessary rules.

(8)

where Nj is the number of members in cluster j.
When CNN is compared with conventional competitive learning algorithms, the CNN produces very comparable results
with less computational eﬀort. That is, the CNN requires
neither a predetermined schedule for learning gain nor a total number of iterations for clustering and it converges stably to suboptimal solutions while conventional algorithms
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– n: number of training data samples.

(7)

i=1

or by Theorem 1
wj =

(10)

– m: number of used rules.

• Theorem 1: The centroid of data in a cluster is the
solution which gives minimum energy in L2 norm.
• Minimum energy condition: The weights for a
given output neuron should be chosen in a way to minimize the total distance in L2 norm from the vectors
in its class such as

n
1∑
(yj − F (xj ))2
n j=1

3.3

Parameter learning

The supervised learning helps decrease error between system’s outcomes and expected results. The problem is stated
as follows:
• Given input training data set {xj } and expected result
set {yj }, j = 1, ntd , where ntd is number of training
data.
• Given SAM’s fuzzy rules and parameters.
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• Adjust parameters of if-part fuzzy set, then-part and
weights as long as error between system’s outcomes
and expected results reaches the stopping criteria.

There are a number of training methods such as the conjugate gradient or GA [4]. The above methods could converge to the minimum with fewer steps than gradient descent
method; however, the number of calculations in each step is
more. Regarding the SAM often has many parameters, they
are ineﬃcient. Thus, the gradient descent algorithm has
been deployed in this step. The aim of parameter adjustment learning phase is to minimize the square of error:
1
E(x) = (f (x) − F (x))2
2

(11)

The learning rule applies for variable ξ in SAM has following
form:
∂E
(12)
ξ(t + 1) = ξ(t) − µt
∂ξ
where µt is the learning rate. The learning rule for each
parameter is expanded in detail as follows.
∂E
= −(f (x) − F (x)) = −ε(x)
∂F

(13)

cj (t + 1) = cj (t) + µt .ε(x).pj (x)

(14)

Vj (t + 1) = Vj (t) + µt .ε(x). [cj − F (x)] .

pj (x)
Vj

(15)

pj (x)
wj

(16)

wj (t + 1) = wj (t) + µt .ε(x). [cj − F (x)] .

4.

EXTRACTING EVENT-KNOWLEDGE

Knowledge of the events is divided into two kinds: negativeevent-knowledge for events which tend to reduce stock prices
and positive-event-knowledge for events which tend to raise
them. Event-knowledge (EK) is non-deterministic knowledge showing only tendencies for stock price prediction. Actual stock price movement is inﬂuenced by a wide range of
factors including numerical economic indicators and the EK.
Therefore, the direction predicted using only EK does not
always correspond to actual direction of next-day’s stock
price movement. In Kohara’s experiments, the directions
indicated by extracted EK corresponded to the actual nextday’s direction approximately 60% of the time. The EK is
stated abstractly by IF-THEN rules as follows:
Rule 1: IF (domestic politics = good) THEN (event =
positive-event)
Rule 2: IF (domestic politics = bad) THEN (event =
negative-event)
Rule 3: IF (business prospects = good) THEN (event =
positive-event)
Rule 4: IF (business prospects = bad) THEN (event =
negative-event)
A set of above rules could be expanded with more factors
to constitute prior knowledge of system. The detailed extracting EK from time series algorithm includes following
steps:
• Step 1: Make smooth series by single exponential
technique [1].
• Step 2: Compute the diﬀerence values between smoothed
and original values.
• Step 3: Normalize diﬀerence values into [0, 1].

Formulas for tuning parameters of Cauchy membership function are as follows:

mj (t + 1) = mj (t) + 2µt ε(x)pj (x)[cj − F (x)]

dj (t + 1) = dj (t) + 2µt ε(x)pj (x)[cj − F (x)]

x − mj
aj (x)
d2j
(17)

(x − mj )2
aj (x)
d3j
(18)

All initial conﬁguration parameters are chosen based on clusters after unsupervised learning. The momentum technique
is also integrated in the parameter tuning process. This
helps the supervised learning to avoid local minimum cases
and to reduce the learning time. The learning formula with
momentum is as follows
∂E
+ γ∆ξ(t)
ξ(t + 1) = ξ(t) − µt
(19)
∂ξ
where γ is the momentum coeﬃcient.
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• Step 4: Assign normalized value at (t+1) to value
EK(t).
Smoothing allows the model series-data to be represented
as a really nonlinear function that is assumed to present
the trend of time series in normal condition. The normalized diﬀerence value at (t + 1) shows the inﬂuence-degree of
summarized events at (t) onto time series at (t + 1). The
near 1 (one) value presents inﬂuence-degree of positive-EK
whereas the value 0 (zero) represents the opposite case. An
EK value of 0.5 presents the normal condition or the balance
of inﬂuence degree between positive-EK and negative-EK.
Application of EK into SAM fuzzy system is depicted in Fig
6.

5.

EXPERIMENTS

The ﬁrst Abalone data set [2] aims at the task of trying to
predict the number of rings in the shells of abalone (which is
related to their age) based on a series of biometric measures
of these animals (1 nominal and 7 continuous attributes as
shown in Fig. 7). The ring value adds 1.5 gives the age in
years.
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0.0001; the number of epochs changes linearly with number
of clusters; momentum coeﬃcient is 0.9. The more of clusters, the larger number of epochs should be. In parameter
learning, SAM uses conventional gradient descent algorithm
whereas MLPNN uses Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm.

Figure 6: EK(t) is fed to the system to predict value
(t+1)
Figure 9: If-part fuzzy rules after training

Figure 7: The database shows all fields of Abalone
data

Fuzzy rules - clusters - have various widths and centers according to tuning them in parameter learning as shown in
Fig. 9. Fig. 11 and 12 illustrate four ﬁrst Cauchy membership functions after training process in case of 60 clusters. Conventional fuzzy systems often deﬁne membership
functions as well as linguistic terms in advance. This task
requires much experiences and the system becomes inﬂexible unintentionally. The SAM with strong learning process
could determine better parameters of function. Thus, prior
setting is not needed and causes less eﬃcient.
Table 1:
The results of comparison between
MLPNN and SAM in terms of predicting error
(MAE) on test set
Clusters (hidden nodes) Epochs MLPNN SAM
50
800
2.1898
1.42
60
1000
2.0272
1.3901
70
1200
2.4919
1.415
80
1400
2.4312
1.4332
90
1600
3.1206
1.4214

Figure 8: SAM’s structure for forecasting the ring
of Abalone

Fig. 8 describes the structure of SAM for predicting the
ring. The squares on the left represent the input nodes in
ﬁrst layer. There are eight ﬁelds of Abalone data, the input
vector thus is 8-dimensional. The last node on the right is
ring as well as predicted value - the output of system. The
similar structure could be applied for forecasting any ﬁeld
based on other available ﬁelds from database. Regarding to
nominal variables, they must be reﬂected into normalized
numeric value in [0,1], to standardize the scale of eﬀect each
variable.
The M (male), F (female) and I (infant) value of ﬁeld sex are
mirrored of 1, 0, and 0.5 respectively. The Abalone dataset
is divided into training set which includes 3777 samples and
test set with 400 last samples. The performance of SAM
and Multi-Layer Perceptron Neural Network (MLPNN) in
terms of MAE is evaluated on this test set. We do not
use validation set because we want to have a fair evaluation
between SAM and MLPNN.
We have used Fuzzy logic Toolbox of MATLAB to employ
MLPNN model with number of nodes in hidden layer as
shown in Table 1. The conﬁguration of training process of
SAM and MLPNN is identical. In detail, the learning rate is
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Table 1 exhibits the predicting errors on test set of normal SAM (without Optimal learning) are always smaller
than one of MLPNN. Choosing 60 clusters is the best choice
with smallest error: 1.3901. After SAM’s structure learning stage, parameters are determined directly from results
whereas there is no method to initialize them in MLPNN
except randomization. Each fuzzy rule weight wj is normalized in [0:1] at the beginning, it gets largest value if the
fuzzy rule - fuzzy patch - has most data vectors. The SAM’s
error point hence is nearer optimum point in performance
surface. This assertion is proven by Table 2, MEA values before performing parameter learning on training set of SAM
outperforms deﬁnitely one of MLPNN. The illustration of
gradient descent algorithm in training process is shown in
Fig. 10 with 42 fuzzy rules obtained by GA in case of initial
60 fuzzy rules. The number of generations in GA is 5. It
is chosen by experience with an assumption is suﬃcient to
eliminate redundant fuzzy rules and not cause over-ﬁtting.
Table 2 also shows the optimal number of fuzzy rules after
applying GA.
In each epoch, SAM tunes parameters of every fuzzy rule
which included a set of certain data vectors, whereas MLPNN
tunes them on each vector. The performance function of
SAM thus is simple and has less error valleys than MLPNN,
this makes the convergence easier and seldom fall into local
minimum. From this characteristic, we could select properly which parameter is appropriate for training, training
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Table
Clusters
50
60
70
80
90

2: Initial
MLPNN
49.6257
16.1679
39.8172
54.4544
52.7509

MAE values on training set
SAM Optimal SAM rule no.
4.0815
2.9848
33
3.3071
2.7152
42
3.9346
2.8406
51
3.7585
2.7881
55
2.3252
1.9949
56

Figure 10: MAE information while training by gradient descent algorithm with 42 fuzzy rules

of all parameters is not needed. There are some outlooks
that the more clusters we use, the more accuracy the results
get. This point is not always exact while we predict for a
long term in ﬁnancial time series. Using more clusters, the
system could be turned into over-ﬁtting status which only
suitable for predict a short term.
The conﬁguration of SAM fuzzy system in ﬁve datasets is
identical. In detail, SAM uses 20 fuzzy clusters, learning
rate is 0.0001, momentum coeﬃcient is 0.9, number of generation in GA is 5 and training cycle is 4000 epochs. The
dimension of an input pattern is 4, it means four historical values in time series produce one predict value. This
number is chosen by knowledge that stock price of current
day is aﬀected by last four days and not cause over-ﬁtting
while using large number. Note that with models which use
EK, the dimension of an input pattern is also 4, but the last
element is EK value.

6. CONCLUSION
In lieu of employing the traditional models for forecasting
data series, this paper presented an application of a newly
popularized technique: the SAM fuzzy inference system. We
obtained the optimal SAM with least number of fuzzy rules
by using GA. The results of experiment on prediction the
age of Abalone showed that SAM oﬀers an preferable solution and can be deﬁnitely an alternative approach for conventional models such as MLPNN. This comparison does
not mean that SAM is constantly better than neural networks on all applications. As regards ﬁnancial time series,
we have used event-knowledge and new training criteria to
improve the ability to predict large changes. The results of
several experiments on stock market prediction showed that
model EK SEL outperforms conventional approaches. We
understand that success in several kind of stock prices does
not necessarily mean the same for others and the ﬁnancial
market often comprises many complicated factors. Nevertheless, our approach could be seen as new research direc-
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Figure 11: Membership functions of four first fuzzy
rules on each input variable
tion involves demands of economic forecasting. A general
drawback of the SAM model is time-consuming in processing but when the information technology has been advanced
rapidly, SAM in particular and machine learning techniques
in general show their absolute primacy.

7.
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